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k-Nearest Neighbor Search

Given a set of n data points (d-dimensional vectors), X ∈ ℝd×n, 
and a query point, q, retrieve the k data points nearest to q.

Naive solution: evaluate d(x, q) for all x ∈ X. Complexity !(dn). 



k-Nearest Neighbor Search

Given a set of n data points (d-dimensional vectors), X ∈ ℝd×n, 
and a query point, q, retrieve the k data points nearest to q.

Naive solution: evaluate d(x, q) for all x ∈ X. Complexity !(dn). 

Speed up strategy: Narrow down the set of candidates  
to a small subset, S, and evaluate d(x, q) for all x ∈ S. 

When the number of queries on the same data set is large, 
we can first construct an index that provides the subset S. 

Approximate nearest neighbors: Subset S may not contain 
all k nearest neighbors.



Example application

The Kvasir application uses RP-trees to find suggestions of similar
content on the Internet.
http://www.cs.helsinki.fi/u/lxwang/kvasir/
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Fig. 6: The projected TB KMER data onto the first two principal components with respect to the class labels and the clustering
result respectively.

TABLE IV: Mean purity and V-measure (with the observed
standard deviation in parenthesis) with respect to the first level
class labels for the KMER datasets.

Purity V-measure # of Clusters
rp-dePDDP " = 0.1

TB first level (3) 0.9867 (0.00) 0.4780 (0.02) 20.31 (3.56)
rp-dePDDP " = 0.05

TB first level (3) 0.9845 (0.00) 0.5333 (0.04) 24.46 (2.82)

seed when generating parts of the random matrix. Still the
computation of RP would require several hours strained by the
regular usage of the hard disk. To efficiently apply RP to the
much bigger KMER datasets (MA in this case is characterized
by 9,469,696 attributes) we introduce an efficient and simple
approach talking advantage of parallel computations. It is
possible to generate the same random matrix in individual
nodes of a cluster computer by storing the random seed that
the random generation mechanism uses. Then to compute the
random projection of the dataset we just need to distribute parts
of the data matrix amongst the cluster nodes. This makes the
problem perfectly parallel so calculating the random projection
of the MA dataset on the Computer Science Department’s high
performance cluster constituted by 192 nodes with 32GB of
RAM and 2 Intel Xeon E5540 2.53GHz CPUs takes only a
few minutes.

Table III reports the clustering results of the algorithms
for the KMER datasets. Again these are mean values and the
corresponding standard deviation in the parenthesis for 100
algorithms’ runs. In the case of the MA dataset the rp-dePDDP
algorithm in its default settings only split a few data points,
probably outliers, and then based on the termination criterion
stops the procedure having found just a small number of
clusters. This behaviour is due to the inappropriate bandwidth
parameter for the kernel density estimation. By reducing the
multiplier value of the bandwidth parameter by 0.5 the perfor-
mance of the algorithm is increased significantly. However, this
phenomenon still occurs in some cases, mostly when " = 0.1,
which explains the large variation in the clustering results. That
is the reason why rp-kmeans performs better in this case. Table
IV again reports the results of rp-dePDDP with respect to the
first level class labels for the TB dataset.

In Figure 6 we can visually investigate the clustering
result and the effect of RP in the structure of the TB dataset
following the procedure explained in the previous Section.
Here we observe the more spherical shapes of the clusters
when PCA is applied to the randomly projected dataset (Figure
6 (middle-right)). It has been shown [17], that the randomly
projected counterparts of even highly skewed clusters will be
more spherical an thus more easy to detect by most clustering
algorithms. Finally, the clustering result again matches very
well the class labels.

VI. CONCLUSION

We have shown that Random Projection -based clustering
offers a promising approach to population genomic analysis
of bacteria, where Bayesian model-based analysis is currently
considered as the gold standard. The rapidly increasing dimen-
sionality of genome data sets is calling for novel approaches
that would be more suitable for massive parallelization and
online type analysis. For the largest published bacterial genome
data set (MAELA), the model-based analysis takes approxi-
mately four weeks of CPU time with fast intelligent stochastic
optimization. Hence, the RP approach offers a several order
of magnitude faster clustering, while maintaining high levels
of homogeneity and completeness. The clustering results were
relatively insensitive with respect to the " parameter, as long
as the values remain bounded below a certain threshold.
Moreover, we showed that reasonably high accuracy cluster-
ings results could also be obtained with alignment-free input
based on high-order DNA word (KMER) occurrences in the
genome assemblies. This suggests that it would also be useful
to examine the potential of KMERs to population genomic
analysis in more depth.
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Example application

The Kvasir application uses RP-trees to find suggestions of similar
content on the Internet.
http://www.cs.helsinki.fi/u/lxwang/kvasir/

Figure 1: Results Comparision. Columns are dataset arranged in the order:

coil-20, phoneme, Umist, olivetti. Rows are methods arranged in the order:

Isomap + Sammon mapping, Isomap, Ismdt, tSNE. True labels are represented

using di↵erent colours.
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s: Visualization



Example application

The Kvasir application uses RP-trees to find suggestions of similar
content on the Internet.
http://www.cs.helsinki.fi/u/lxwang/kvasir/

s: Information retrieval

semifinalist in Cambridge 
University Business Plan  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RP-trees

Random Projection Trees

error: NN not found



buildRPTree(X, n0): 
    if |X| ≤ n0: 
        return leaf node X 
    draw r ∈ ℝd uniformly at random s.t. ||r||2 = 1 
    project data to rX 
    splitpoint ⟵ median of {rXi} 
    left ⟵ buildRPTree({Xi ∈ X: rXi < splitpoint}, n0)     
    right ⟵ buildRPTree({Xi ∈ X: rXi ≥ splitpoint}, n0) 
    return (r, splitpoint, left, right)
 
queryRPTree(node, q): 
    if node is a leaf node:  
        use brute force to find neighbors of q in node 
    else: 
        if rq < splitpoint: 
            queryRPTree(node.left, q) 
        else: 
            queryRPTree(node.right, q)

Random Projection Trees



By splitting at the median until the number of points is less 
than n0 , the depth of the tree becomes ⎡log2 (n/n0)⎤.

The time complexity of the tree building stage is  
!(dn log2 (n/n0)). 

Time complexity of the query stage is !(d log2 (n/n0) + dn0)  
which is much faster than brute force !(dn) if n0 ≪ n. 

However, the probability of not finding a nearest neighbor  
increases as n0 is decreased.

Random Projection Trees



A similar index structure based on random projections can 
be constructed using Locality-Sensitive Hashing (LSH).

Idea (RP-based LSH):  
  1. Project all data points onto K random vectors. 
  2. Split them in half (e.g. at the median) independently  
      wrt. each projection.  
  3. Encode splits as a K-bit hash vector.
  4. Given a query q, search for neighbors that are mapped  
      to the same “bucket” (hash vector).

Consequence of choosing split points independently:  
No way to guarantee that buckets are even roughly of even 
size.

RP Tree vs RP-based Locality-Sensitive Hashing (LSH)



Multiple Random Projection Trees: Idea

Any RP tree may fail to find a given k-nearest neighbor. 

Solution: Try T times with different random projections.  

Time complexity:  
    tree building  !(Tdn log2 (n/n0))  
    query             !(Td log2 (n/n0)+ Tdn0)  

KEY IDEA OF THIS TALK (KITT):  
  with n0 = N/T, for some fixed N, the query complexity is 
  !(Td log2 (Tn/N) + dN)  
  
For a moderate number of trees and large enough N, we 
have T log2 (Tn/N) < N, and the !(dN) term dominates.



Performance of the MRPT algorithm

The accuracy increases when the number of trees built T is
increased while maximum leaf size is n0 proportionately
decreased, so that the size of the final search set S ⇡ Tn0
stays approximately constant!

An illustration of KITT: n0 = N/T

T n0 = 1 × 400 = 400 T n0 = 2 × 200= 400

T = 1, n0 = 400 T = 2, n0 = 200

Multiple Random Projection Trees: Idea

N = 400
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Multiple Random Projection Trees: Results

So far we have only argued that the MRPT approach  
(with KITT) doesn’t significantly affect the query time. 

But there is more… 

KEY OBSERVATION OF THIS TALK (KOTT):
The MRPT approach (with KITT) leads to significantly 
better accuracy in finding the k-nearest neighbors.



all 50  
neighbors  

found

50-NN

1%         of data accessed          10%

Effect of the number of trees when the total search set size, N = Tn0, 
is fixed (0–10% of the data). (Wikipedia data, n = 500 000, d = 1000)

Performance of the MRPT algorithm
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Fig. 3: We can continuously project the points on random vectors and use mean value to divide the space for clustering.
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Fig. 4: The number of true nearest neighbours found for
different number of trees. For a given search space size,
more trees lead to better accuracy.

the number of trees grows and subsequently the cluster
size shrinks accordingly. As shown larger number of trees
leads to better accuracy. E.g., the accuracy is improved about
62.5% by increasing the number of trees from 2 to 18.

Finally in Figure 6 similar outcome is observed when
the average size of the cluster leaf remains approximately
constant and the number of trees is increasing. In these
experiments, we choose two specific cluster sizes for com-
parisons, i.e., cluster size 77 and 787. In addition, we also
draw a random subset for any given size from the whole
data set to serve as a baseline. As we see, the accuracy
of random subset has a linear improvement rate which
is simply due to the linear growth of its search space.
As expected, RP-tree solutions are significantly better than
random subset, and cluster size 77 consistently outperforms
cluster size 787 especially when the search space is small.

Our empirical results clearly show the benefits of using
more trees instead of using larger clusters regarding search
accuracy. Moreover, regarding the searching performance,
since searching can be easily parallelized, using more trees
will not impact the searching time.
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Fig. 5: The number of true nearest neighbours found as a
function of the number of RP-trees used, while the search
space size remains approximately constant.
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Fig. 6: The number of true nearest neighbours found as a
function of the search space size, while the average cluster
leaf size remains approximately constant. Random subset
serves as the baseline for comparison.

4.4 Getting Rid of Original Space
To select the best candidates from a cluster of points, we
need to use the coordinates in the original space to calculate

all 50  
neighbors  

found

50-NN

1%         of data accessed          10%

Effect of the number of RP trees when the search set size 
is limited (0–10% of the data). (Wikipedia data, n = 500 000, d = 1000)

Multiple Random Projection Trees: Results



Better recall/time tradeoff than existing state-of-the-art.

Multiple Random Projection Trees: Results

MRPT

KGraph (Dong et al., 2011) 

, n = 262144, d = 1000



Almost opposite of RP-LSH:  
   – with MRPT, large T and small n0: sufficient that x is in 
      any of many small subsets S. 
   – with LSH, each bit corresponds a subset |S| = n/2: 
      necessary that x is on the same side of all splits. 

Flexibility of MRPT wrt. choosing n0 and T (with n0 ∝	1/T) 
allows optimization of accuracy vs speed.

RP Tree vs RP-based Localilty-Sensitive Hashing (LSH)



Multiple Random Projection Trees: Implementation

So far we have:  

• argued that the MRPT approach (with KITT) doesn’t 
significantly affect the query time compared to a single 
tree. 

• shown that the MRPT approach (with KITT) leads to 
KOTT: significantly better accuracy in finding the k-
nearest neighbors than a single tree (or virtual spill tree). 

But, again, there is more…



Multiple Random Projection Trees: Implementation

Speed-up and compression:  

1. MRPT can be easily and efficiently parallelized (different 
trees on different servers) giving almost linear speed-up 
except for small problems with response times in ms. 

2. The projections can be computed separately and 
element-by-element, hence requiring minimal space 
complexity. 

3. The index has a negligible memory footprint (sparsity, 
storing random seeds instead of projection directions).



Next Steps

What we don’t know yet:  

1. Deeper theoretical understanding:  
What a priori performance guarantees can be given?
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(Dasgupta & Sinha, 2015)
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Next Steps

For one tree and n data points, the probability of failure can 
be characterized in terms of the potential function:
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(Dasgupta & Sinha, 2015)

Ignoring constants:



What we don’t know yet:  

1. Deeper theoretical understanding:  
What a priori performance guarantees can be given?  

2. Automatic parameter tuning.  

3. Streaming data implementations: incremental indexing.  

4. Is it possible to speed up exact k-NN using MRPT?  

5. Is random really the best we can do?

Next Steps



The end

Our article about the MRPT algorithm has been submitted to
2015 IEEE International Conference on Big Data.

An optimized version of the MRPT algorithm for approximate
nearest neighbor search will be later released as an R package.

Thanks for your attention!
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